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Abstract

The originality of this work relies on the identification of kinetic parameters for a

rough laminar pyrocarbon material under three different oxidizing atmospheres.

Thermogravimetric analysis was used to carry out oxidation tests on a ex-CVI

porous C/C composite under O2-, H2O- and CO2-containing atmospheres at

� low-temperatures �. They were proven to be in a chemical reaction-controlled

regime in the porous volume of the material and at its external surface through

the use of X-rays micro-tomography characterization technique and simple ana-

lytical model-based considerations. Activation energies of 203.2 kJ.mol-1, 253.9

kJ.mol-1 and 302.2 kJ.mol-1 were identified under O2, H2O and CO2.

Keywords: C. oxidation, C. kinetic parameters, A. ceramic matrix composites,

A. carbon, B. 3D computed tomography, B. SEM.

1. Introduction

Carbon/Carbon (C/C) composites feature attractive properties, such as light

weight, stability to high temperatures, huge specific strength, low thermal ex-

pansion coefficient, explaining their wide use as nozzle throat parts, re-entry ve-

hicle thermal protections, and airplane brake disks for instance [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].5
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In these types of applications, C/C composites are exposed to high temperatures

and chemical environments containing oxidizing species such as H2O, CO2 and

O2, eventually leading to an ablation phenomenon and a non-negligible surface

etching [7, 8, 9]. Graphite-like materials are well known to start degrading at

673K under dioxygen and at 973K under H2O and CO2-containing atmospheres10

[10, 11]. Therefore, their kinetic behavior in specific oxidizing conditions has to

be known in order to anticipate and precisely quantify the material degradation.

The behavior of C/C composites under various oxidizing atmospheres has been

studied during the last fifty years considering different parameters : recession

rate, effective reactivity, roughness and morphologies, topological evolutions, ei-15

ther by experiments or modeling [7, 12, 13, 14, 15]. However, the leading role in

these complex phenomena is held by the intrinsic kinetics of each of the carbo-

naceous phases in presence. Their identification still remains challenging.

In the last few years, several experimental and numerical studies, that must be

mentioned, tackled the problem of identifying intrinsic kinetics of miscellaneous20

carbon materials, inbred or processed, under O2 or H2O or CO2 atmospheres.

Smith [16] collected oxidation data from various carbonaceous materials under

dry air at temperatures from 580K to 2200K and determined overall kinetics

parameters. The behavior of an ex-pitch matrix and an ex-Chemical Vapor De-

position (CVD) matrix under dry air were respectively studied by Drawin et al.25

[17] and Luo et al. [18]. The behavior of carbon particles under water vapour,

among other complex atmospheres, was studied by Libby and Blake [19] at high

temperatures using computational methods. Bradley et al. [20] identified he-

terogeneous oxidation kinetics for solid graphite particles under O2, H2O and

CO2. Bertran et al. [21] determined kinetics parameters for an ex-resin type30

matrix under dry air and water vapor at temperatures between 623K and 773K.

Besides, Qin et al. [22] identified kinetics constants for an ex-pitch matrix and

for ex-PAN fibers under water vapor at 873 to 1673K. Golovina [23] studied

the gasification of a graphite material under a CO2 atmosphere at very high

temperatures between 1600K and 2600K. The behavior of highly graphitized35

spectroscopic graphite powders under a CO2 atmosphere at temperatures bet-
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ween 973K and 1373K was evaluated by McKee et al. [24, 25]. Ergun [26] studied

the behavior of different types of carbons (Ceylon graphite, activated carbon,

and activated graphite) under a CO2 atmosphere between 973K and 1773K.

Carbonaceous materials oxidation under O2, H2O and CO2 was also studied40

considering the energies of the adsorption step of the reactants and desorption

step of CO(g) as a product from the surface of different carbon materials. Ross-

berg [27] suggested that the slow and determining step is the dissociation of an

oxygen atom to the active carbon site and compared the dissocation energy to

the true activation energies of the reaction. For spectroscopic carbons oxidized45

at temperatures from 793K to 1693K under O2, a dissociation energy of 246.9

kJ.mol-1 was found, one of 485.3 kJ.mol-1 under H2O, and finally one of 527.2

kJ.mol-1 under CO2. Kelemen and Freund [28] found an energy of 133 and 209

to 251 kJ.mol-1 for the adsorption step of O2 and CO2 respectively on glassy

carbons at 573K. Karlström et al. [29] studying biomass char proved that the50

adsorption step of O2, H2O and CO2 on C(s) atoms differ by their activation

energies with reported values of 1, 223 and 226 kJ.mol-1 respectively. On the

other hand, they found activation energies for the desorption step of CO(g) of

1, 192 and 234 kJ.mol-1.

In a nutshell, oxidation kinetics data under O2, or H2O or CO2 oxidizing atmos-55

pheres are really dispersed because of the different natures of the carbonaceous

materials studied in terms of graphitic structure and reactivity. This highlights

the fact that the behavior of each carbonaceous material under specific oxidizing

conditions has to be precisely studied and cannot be inferred from an another

material without a loss of accuracy. Besides, this short bibliographical review60

underlines that there is a lack of oxidation kinetics data for pyrocarbon (PyC)

materials in literature. On the other hand, oxidation kinetics data of one specific

carbon material under three different oxidative atmospheres are scarce, except

the work of Bradley et al. [20] on graphite particles which are highly organized

materials, and the adsorption-desorption considerations of reactants and CO-65

product from Rossberg [27] and Karlström et al. [29] which constitute for most

of them very longstanding experimental studies. Those kinds of works are even
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scarcer, if not inexistent, for PyC materials.

In this work, we are aiming at investigating the oxidation kinetic behavior of a

Rough Laminar (RL) PyC matrix under O2, H2O and CO2-containing atmos-70

pheres. RL pyrocarbon is a very important material in space technology but

unavailable in bulk form, making the determination of its intrinsic reactivity

extremely difficult. Indeed, RL PyC is only produced by Chemical Vapor Infil-

tration (CVI) [30, 31, 32, 33] inside porous media developing a large internal

surface area and with a very specific set of processing parameters [34].75

To do so, the material under consideration is a 3D needle-punched highly porous

C/C composite, in which the raw fibrous architecture has been covered in vo-

lume with an RL PyC matrix by CVI. Hence, the matrix represents the only and

most widespread surface in the porous volume of the material. The fibers, less

directly exposed to the oxidizing gases, are also far less reactive to oxidation than80

the matrix due to their intrinsic characteristics. It is therefore possible to assume

that oxidation affects the matrix only. The phenomenon of competition between

reaction and diffusion during the oxidation process of carbon materials and C/C

composites has been extensively reported in the literature to misrepresent the

kinetic behavior of the material when oxidation is limited by the diffusion of the85

oxidizing species to the carbon surface [9, 10, 14, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39]. For that

reason, a complete chemical-controlled regime freed from diffusion effects in the

porous volume of the material is targeted in this study. So that, the identified

kinetics related to the oxidation of the matrix, which occupies the overall deve-

loped surface in the porous volume of the material, could be defined as intrinsic.90

The methodology to determine intrinsic oxidation kinetics for the RL PyC ma-

trix followed in this study thus contains several experimental and validation

steps. Oxidation tests are carried out in a Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)

apparatus and kinetics parameters are extracted from mass loss results. Surface

and volumic oxidation morphologies are analyzed using a 3D-image characteri-95

zation technique and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) imaging. The exis-

tence of the targeted chemical regime at the sample surface and in its porous

volume is verified using experimental and analytical modeling considerations.
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Finally, comparisons of the identified kinetics parameters with literature data

are discussed.100

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The oxidation behavior of a partly infiltrated 3D needle-punched C/C compo-

site is investigated in this study. The preform is made of carbon yarn sheets105

of ex-PAN fibers, horizontally and perpendicularly stacked (X, Y planes), then

needle-punched in the transverse direction (Z) to hold them together. Fig. 1

gives an illustration of the architecture. Its porosity is estimated at 28% ± 2%

[40, 41]. The fabrication process of the ex-PAN fibers is conventional, as descri-

bed in the work of Frank et al. [42]. The Isobaric and Isothermal CVI process110

(I-CVI) is used to fill the preform with a pyrocarbon matrix until a solid matrix

fraction of 35 ± 3%, a residual porosity of 37 ± 2% and an apparent density of

1.25 ± 0.1 g.cm-3 are reached.

Figure 1 – Schematic illustration of the 3D needle-punched C/C architecture.

115 The overall organization of the material is displayed on Fig. 2 through X-

ray micro-tomography and SEM images and the types of pores constituting the

porous volume of the material are indicated. The pores size associated to this

type of C/C composites is different from the IUPAC format and is given as
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follows : pores sizes ranging from 200 to 1000 µm are inter-plies macroscopic120

pores, ones between from 10 to 200 µm are mesoscopic inter-yarns pores and

the ones below 10 µm are intra-yarn microscopic pores [43].

(a) YZ plane slice (b) XY plane slice

(c) Yarns and inter-yarns pore (d) Tip of a yarn and intra-yarn pores

Figure 2 – Vizulaisation of the organization of the material at different scale. (a, b) Core

slices of X-ray micro-tomography of the porous C/C sample according to the (a) YZ-plane

and (b) XY-plane. (c, d) SEM images of (c) the inter-yarns area and (d) the tip of a yarn.

2.2. Sample preparation

Cubic samples of 6 mm edge size are used. They have been previously cut125

with a wire saw in a C/C massive block. Faces were polished on silicon carbide
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discs in order to standardize the dimensions.

2.3. Characterization of the carbon textures

An optical microscope Nikon ME600L equipped with a graduated polarizer130

and an analyzer is used to determine the fibers and matrix anisotropy. The

extinction angle Ae is measured using the Polarized Light Optical Microscopy

(PLOM) method established by Gillard et al. [44]. A LabRAM HR (Horiba-

Jobin Yvon) Raman spectrometer with a wavelength of 632.8 nm is employed

to assess the Full Width at Half Maximum of the D-band (FWHMD), the Half135

Width at Half Maximum of the G-band (HWHMG) and the ratio of the D-

band intensity to the G-band intensity (ID/IG). These parameters are known

to be related to the amount of in-plane defects and graphitization degree of

pyrocarbons [45, 46, 47]. The in-plane coherence length La of the cristallites

of the fibers and the matrix is undertaken using the method established by140

Mallet-Ladeira et al. [48] based on the HWHMG parameter.

2.4. Oxidation test equipment

The objective of this study is to assess the behavior of a porous C/C composite

towards three different types of oxidizing species : (1) O2(g) associated to the

reaction equation Eq. 1 in a dry air-like atmosphere mainly producing CO2(g),

according to thermodynamical considerations under 973K [49, 50] ; (2) H2O(g)

related to Eq. 2 in a water vapour mix ; (3) CO2 corresponding to Eq. 3.

C(s) +O2(g) 
 CO2(g) (1)

C(s) +H2O(g) 
 CO(g) +H2(g) (2)

C(s) + CO2(g) 
 2CO(g) (3)

A SETARAM Setsys 1600 TGA reactor was used to carry out the oxidation

experiments. The internal diameter of the cylindrical reaction chamber is 17.8
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mm and it is surrounded by a cylindrical resistive heating. A highly accurate145

balance, with a precision as high as 1 × 10-5 g, is positioned at the top of the

apparatus to measure sample weight loss during testing. A thermocouple sensor,

located close to the sample, monitors the chamber temperature. Fig. 3 gives a

schematic diagram of the complete experimental facility. Cubic samples were

installed in an airy basket-like crucible made of alumina and platinum connec-150

ted to the balance. They were oriented in a way that needle-punched fibers were

pointing downwards.

Figure 3 – Diagram of the TGA equipment.

The oxidizing atmospheres were produced by mixing each of the oxidizing spe-155

cies (O2, H2O or CO2) with dinitrogen (N2) in a 20%-80% proportion in partial

pressure at standard conditions. The overall oxidizing gas flow was set to 2 L.h-1

and injected from the bottom of the chamber.
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Heating and cooling steps were carried out under a neutral atmosphere of argon.

A 10 K.min-1 rate was used to reach the desired temperature. The oxidation pro-160

cess has been carried out under isostatic temperatures. The temperature range

under each atmosphere is selected in such a way that the lowest temperature

corresponds to the first temperature under which a mass loss is observed. The

other temperatures of the range are selected to ensure the oxidation process

stays in a chemical-controlled regime (see Section 3.4 for further details). The165

oxidizing bearing temperatures were : 723 to 773K for the dry air atmosphere ;

1073 to 1223K for the water vapour atmosphere ; and 1073 to 1148K for the

CO2 atmosphere, respectively.

2.5. Surface observations170

The examination of the samples post-test surface morphologies, and espe-

cially the determination of the dominant reacting phase, was performed using

a Hitachi S4500 FEG SEM. An electron beam voltage of 3 kV and a working

distance of 15 mm were choosen.

2.6. Volumic characterizations175

The evolutions of the material in its porous volume due to oxidation were

tracked with an innovative approach relying on 3D X-ray computed micro-

tomography (µCT) and image correlation. A laboratory tomograph (GE v|tome|x

s research edition, General Electrics, USA) was used to acquire pre- and post-

test images of the samples. The tomograph X-rays source was set on a tension180

of 100 kV and an intensity of 250 µA. The exposure time was 1000 ms. A total

of 2000 images were acquired per scan. The spatial resolution was 4.75 µm per

voxel unit.

Post-test images were then registered with respect to their pre-test reference

state. The registration was performed using an in-house digital volume correla-185

tion software. The sought mapping is assumed to be described by a global affine

transformation, including rigid translation and rotation of the specimen. It also
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possibly includes a homothetic scaling to accommodate small variations in the

images resolution. Also, prior to the registration, images are standardized to

mitigate differences in brightness and contrast between specimens. The trans-190

formation parameters are found by minimizing the gray level residual between

the mapped image and the reference one. A difference image is finally obtained

by subtracting the registered image from the reference one using the Image Cal-

culator function in Fiji software [51].

195

2.7. Data processing

The primary oxidation behavior with time is evaluated with the burn-off

ratio τ (%) defined as the mass loss of the sample at a specific time compared

to its initial mass m0 (g) :

τ = 1− mi

m0
% (4)

where mi (g) is the sample mass at time i.

Then, the oxidation activity j (g.m-2.s-1) is calculated from Eq. 5, where τ̇

(%.s-1) is the slope of the burn-off evolution curve in its linear part :

j = τ̇ m0
1

Svol
(5)

Svol (m2) is the surface area developed by the matrix in the open volume of the

porous C/C sample, satisfying the following equation :

Svol = σv Vgeo (6)

where Vgeo (m3) is the geometric volume of a sample and σv (m-1) is the internal

surface area. For the C/C composite of this study, σv has been determined by

X-ray µCT and image processing with a numerical method set by Charles et al.

[52]. For a C/C composite featuring a porosity rate of 37%, it is equal to 24.6200

× 10 4 m-1.

j also satisfies Eq. 7 :

j = k P aox (7)
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where Pox (Pa) is the partial pressure of the oxidizing species and is a the reac-

tion partial order. It is commonly taken equal to 1 under O2 [7, 21, 47, 16], and

will be considered equal to 0.5 under H2O and CO2 [20, 22].205

In Eq. 7, k (g.m-2.s-1.Pa-a) is the oxidation reactivity and is assumed to satisfy

an Arrhenius law as follows :

k = k0 exp

(
−Ea
RT

)
(8)

where k0 (g.m-2.s-1.Pa-a) is the pre-exponential factor, Ea the reaction activa-

tion energy (J.mol-1), R the universal ideal gas constant (J.mol-1.K-1) and T

the reaction temperature (K).

210

Finally, the consumption ratio per geometrical surface unit, defined as the ratio

between the number of carbon moles consumed and the amount of available

oxidizing species per sample external surface unit, is expressed by ζ (%.mm-2)

as follows :

ζ =
ncons.C

navail.ox

1

Sgeo
(9)

where Sgeo is the geometrical external surface of the sample (mm2). The ratio

between the number of carbon moles consumed and the amount of available oxi-

dizing species ranges between 0% (i.e. no consumption) to 100% (i.e. complete

consumption by the sample external surface). It might increase with tempera-

ture due to the kinetic activation. Consequently, for a 6 mm edge size cubic215

sample, ζ would go from 0%.mm-2 to 4.16 × 10-1%.mm-2.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Fibers and matrix textures and structures

Fibers and matrix being different types of materials, their textures and struc-

tures features need to be characterized first. Table 1 summarizes the pyrolytic220

texture and structure characteristics of the fibers and the matrix phases assessed

with the methods described in Section 2.3. With a very low extinction angle,
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the fibers displayed a characteristic transversely isotropic texture of ex-PAN

materials [53]. Coupled data from PLOM and Raman indicate that the matrix

is indeed an RL PyC [44]. With a larger FWHMD value and a lower HWHMD225

value, the matrix graphitic planes contains a larger amount of defects than fibers

ones and is less organized [6, 46], suggesting a higher sensitivity to oxidation,

according to the works of Ehrburger et al. [54]. Besides, the in-plane coherence

length La is greater for the fibers than for the matrix.

230

Ae FWHMD HWHMG ID/IG La [48]

° cm-1 cm-1 - nm

Fibers 0.8 ± 0.1 73.2 ± 1.5 24.7 ± 0.2 4.9 ± 0.2 8.3 ± 0.1

Matrix 13.9 ± 0.4 97.8 ± 1.6 32.3 ± 0.4 4.3 ± 0.1 6.9 ± 0.1

Table 1 – Fibers and matrix micro-textural and structural parameters obtained from PLOM

technique and Raman spectroscopy.

3.2. Post-tests surface morphologies and volumic porous topologies

3.2.1. Oxidation morphologies and dominant reactive phase

Fig. 4 displays SEM micrographs of the C/C material constituants, i.e. fi-

bers and matrix, at a pristine state and after oxidation under the three oxidizing235

atmospheres at the highest relative temperature.

Compared to the pristine state on Fig. 4a, the lengthwise matrix surface displays

marks of oxidation under the three considered oxidizing atmospheres. One can

notice that these oxidation patterns differ from an oxidative species to another.240

Whereas the matrix surface is pitted under O2 on Fig. 4b, it displays a laminated

appearance under H2O on Fig. 4c and a dented one under CO2 on Fig. 4d.
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(a) Before test (b) Post-test in O
2

environment at 773K during

15h

(c) Post-test in H
2
O environment at 1223K

during 15h

(d) Post-test in CO
2

environment at 1148K

during 20h

Figure 4 – SEM images of the tip of a yarn from the C/C samples at different states : (a)

before test ; post-test (b) under O
2

at 773K during 15h ; (c) under H
2
O at 1223K during 15h ;

under CO
2

at 1148K during 20h.

On the other hand, under O2 and CO2 atmospheres, fibers are stripped of the

matrix on a small length because of their lower oxidation reactivity. Besides,245

they feature very few oxidation marks, except some pits at their extreme sur-

face. This indicates that the matrix is the only reacting phase under O2 and

CO2. Nevertheless, one has to exercise caution under H2O because of the higher

degradation at the tip of the fibers compared to the other atmospheres. Here,

the exposed fiber sections seem to recede at least as much as the section of the250

matrix at the tip of the yarn. However, as it will be detailed in the following
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section, the affected surface of the matrix is much larger than that of the fibers

, because it does not only concern the tip of the yarns, but the entire porous

volume of the material. Hence, the matrix overall reactivity in the porous

material holds the dominant role.255

3.2.2. Evolution of the volumic porous topology

Fig. 5 displays core slices of the pre-test µCT images and residues of oxi-

dation for each of the oxidizing atmospheres at the highest relative tempera-

ture. White areas indicate the pristine material and the colored ones highlights

the oxidized parts (i.e. the residues of oxidation). Residues are homogeneously260

spread all over the sample volume. Besides, Fig. 5 demonstrates that oxidation

only affects the RL PyC matrix located in the open volume, i.e. the matrix

covering the periphery of the yarns in the meso-scale pores and the one covering

the fibers in the yarns in the micro-scale pores.

265
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(a) Before test in O
2

environment
(b) Post-test residuals in O

2
environment at

773K

(c) Before test in H
2
O environment

(d) Post-test residuals in H
2
O environment

at 1223K

(e) Before test in CO
2

environment
(f) Post-test residuals in CO

2
environment

at 1148K

Figure 5 – Core slices of µCT images of the samples (a, c, e) at a pristine stage, and of the

oxidation residuals on processed µCT images in (b) O
2
-, (d) H

2
O- and (f) CO

2
-containing

atmospheres at various temperatures.

The analysis of the volumic samples topologies at the highest test temperatures

reveals the same behavior at the lowest temperatures. Thus, for each of the oxi-

dation atmospheres and test temperatures, the matrix is the most reactive phase
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and seems to be affected by oxidation throughout the whole sample volume.

3.3. Exploitation of the experimental oxidation activities270

Graphs from Fig. 6 display raw oxidation results of the samples burn-off

defined by Eq. 4. One can note the neat increase of mass loss with temperature

under each atmosphere and the different activation temperatures according to

the oxidation species.

275
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(a) O
2

environment

(b) H
2
O environment

(c) CO
2

environment

Figure 6 – Burn-off evolution with time and temperature under (a) O
2
-, (b) H

2
O- and (c)

CO
2
-containing atmospheres.
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The logarithm of the oxidation rate constant k for each oxidizing atmosphere,

computed from Eq. 7, is reported on the Arrhenius-type plot of Fig. 7. A simple

linear fitting is achieved on the three sets of data. According to Eq. 8, inter-

cepts and slopes of the fitting curves give pre-exponential factors and activation

energies, respectively. For the RL PyC matrix the values and the associated280

correlation coefficient rc are indexed in Table 2.

Figure 7 – Evolution of ln k vs the inverse temperature in O
2
-, H

2
O- and CO

2
-containing

atmospheres and associated linear fit.

Thus, from activation energies values, the following ascending classification of

the RL PyC matrix oxidation resistance is made : O2 < H2O < CO2. However,285

considering the oxidation reactivities from Fig. 7 and the pre-exponential factors

in Table 7, the RL PyC matrix seems more reactive under CO2 than under H2O.
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Atmosphere
Temperature k0 Ea rc

K g.m-2.s-1.Pa-a kJ.mol-1 -

O2/N2 20/80 723 - 773 42.8 × 103 203.2 ± 20.0 0.9810

H2O/N2 20/80 1073 - 1223 21.5 × 103 253.9 ± 22.9 0.9839

CO2/N2 20/80 1073 - 1148 18.4 × 106 302.2 ± 9.3 0.9981

Table 2 – Pre-exponential factors and activation energies for the RL PyC matrix under O
2
,

H
2
O and CO

2
atmospheres and associated correlation coefficient.

3.4. Proof of evidence of an oxidation reaction in chemical regime

To properly determine kinetics, oxidation tests have to be carried out in the290

chemical regime, at the surface of the material and also in its porous volume,

avoiding any limitation by diffusion [10]. Such a precaution ensures the proper

identification of the true kinetic parameters related to the intrinsic oxidation

mechanism. In this section, the existence of a chemical regime at the surface and

inside the porous volume of the material will be demonstrated using experiments295

and modeling. This aims at proving that the oxidation kinetics identified in

Section 3.3 are indeed associated to the intrinsic behavior of the RL PyC matrix.

3.4.1. Chemical regime at the sample surface

The consumption ratio per geometrical surface unit ζ for each oxidizing ex-

periment has been computed from Eq. 9. Its evolution with temperature and300

the type of oxidizing atmosphere is reported on Fig. 8. One can note that the

consumption of the oxidizing atmosphere logically increases with temperature,

but remains under a cut-off threshold ζmax of 4.6 x10-3 %.mm-2 for each expe-

riment. The study of Zancanaro et al. [38] carried out on the same TGA equip-

ment as in this study proved that the ratio between the number of carbon moles305

consumed and the amount of available oxidizing species has to remain under 1%

in the close environment of the sample geometric surface to ensure an oxidation

reaction in chemical regime, which is equivalent to ζmax = 4.6 × 10-3 %.mm-2 for

cubic samples of 6 mm edge length. Thus, ζ values from Fig. 8 provide evidence
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of an established chemical regime at the samples surfaces.310

Figure 8 – Evolution of ζ with temperature in O
2
-, H

2
O- and CO

2
-containing atmospheres.

3.4.2. Chemical regime in the sample volume

The experimental characterizations of the extent of oxidation throughout

the porous volume in Section 3.2 have evidenced that the matrix covering the

fibers, inside the yarns and at their periphery, is the dominant reacting phase

and gets degraded uniformely no matter the depth inside the material.

This suggests that the chemical reaction rate is slower than the mass transport

everywhere inside the porous medium. To confirm this, we provide computa-

tions of the Thiele modulus Θ at each temperature and under each oxidizing

atmosphere, which gives an estimation of the competition between reaction and

diffusion in a porous medium. A value below 1 denotes a chemical reaction-

controlled regime where the speed of the diffusion of the oxidation gas is faster

than the oxidation reaction (i.e. low temperatures). A value above 1 is an in-

dicator of limitations by diffusion the speed of the oxidation reaction is faster

than diffusion (i.e. high temperatures). It has been extensively defined for fi-

brous architectures [15, 37, 55, 56] and is applicable to a highly porous C/C
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composite as the one of this study, where the matrix is the only reacting phase,

without loss of precision. It is defined as follows :

Θ = L

√
σvkhet,m
Deff

(10)

where L is the characteristic length of the material which is taken equal to 3.10-3

m, i.e. the sample half-thickness, because it has been identified that oxidation

took place through the whole bulk of the sample. The matrix heterogeneous

reactivity khet,m (m.s-1) is supposed to verify Eq. 8. The effective diffusion

coefficient Deff for an isotropic material of the type of the porous C/C composite

of this study is defined as follows :

Deff = D0
ε1+α

η
(11)

where ε is the porosity of the C/C composite equal to 0.37, η is the tortuosity

and α is a diffusion parameter depending on the direction of the fibrous archi-

tecture. The values for these parameters for the C/C composite of this study315

are given in the work of Charles et al. [52]. For the present calculations, they

are averaged values of the X, Y, and Z directions and equal to 1.40 and 0.65

respectively. The binary diffusion coefficient D0 (m2.s-1) of the oxidizing species

in the gas mixture is computed from the recommended data from Massman [57]

at each test temperature.320

Fig. 9 sums up the Thiele modulus evolution with temperature for each oxidizing

gas of this study. One can notice that Θ values are neatly below 1 (even < 0.5)

for each of the oxidation tests. This confirms that a chemical reaction-controlled

regime is reached everywhere in the porous volume. Besides, in addition to the325

SEM and 3D-image characterizations mentioned above, it also confirms that

the oxidation reaction is homogeneous in the volume and only concerns the RL

PyC matrix. This analysis strengthens the conclusion concerning the existence

of a chemical reaction-controlled regime at the sample surface as well. Thus,

oxidation kinetic parameters determined in Section 3.3 are proved to be intrinsic.330
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Figure 9 – Evolution of the Thiele modulus with temperature for the oxidation tests in the

O
2
-, H

2
O- and CO

2
-containing atmospheres.

3.5. Comparisons with literature data

Table 3 contains a brief summary of activations energies from this study

compared to various data from literature in O2, H2O and CO2-containing at-

mospheres collected on different types of carbonaceous materials. On the other335

hand, graphs from Fig. 10 allow visual comparison with some of the mentioned

studies in Table 3, for which oxidation activities have been converted in the

units and conditions of this study. These graphs are discussed in detail in the

following sections.

3.5.1. In O2-containing atmosphere340

According to Fig. 10a, experimental oxidation data under dry air for the

RL PyC matrix of this study are very well located among oxidation kinetics for

other carbonaceous materials from other studies. In fact our data are well located

whithin the bounds of Smith’s data collected on various types of carbons up to

1650K. On the other hand, up to approximately 1250K, the oxidation activity345

of the RL PyC matrix of this study is located below the values reported by
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Luo et al. [18] for a so-called ex-CVD matrix. Up to 1650K it is also located

below the values of Bertran et al. [21] obtained for an ex-resin matrix, and up

to approximately 3300K it is below the one of Drawin et al. [17] obtained on

an ex-pitch matrix. It also exceeds the oxidation reactivity of graphite particles350

reported by Bradley et al. [20] above approximately 820K. Ehrburger et al. [54]

and Lahaye et al. [58] made a strong correlation between the amounts of carbon

defects and of active sites and reactivity. Thus, considering that the pyrolytic

structure of an RL PyC matrix prepared by CVI features a lesser amount of

in-plane defects, than an ex-resin, ex-pitch or an ex-CVD matrix, as suggested355

by the results in Table 1, the matrix of this study is expected to be less reactive.

Actually, Bertran et al. [21] determined a FWHMD of 133 cm-1 for their ex-

resin matrix, whereas the one for the RL PyC matrix of this study is 97.8 cm-1,

which denotes a lesser amount of in-plane defects. On the other hand, the RL

PyC matrix structure might be less organized and display more in-plane defects360

than graphite particles, which explains the higher reactivity as compared to the

data from Bradley et al. [20]. The relative value of the oxidation activity of the

RL PyC matrix under dry air in comparison to other types of carbon on Fig.

10a is then in accordance with previous knowledge on the structure-reactivity

relationship in dense carbons.365
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Ox. specie Reference
Ea

Carbonaceous material
kJ.mol-1

O2

Luo et al. [18] 121 C/C with ex-CVD matrix

Bertran et al. [21] 122 ex-resin matrix

Chang and Rusnak [12] 146 - 181 ground ex-resin C/C

McKee [59] 146 - 188 C/C with ex-pitch matrix

Smith [16] 179.4 various

Dacic and Marinkovic [35] 184 ex-CVD matrix

Rossberg [27] 209 - 243 spectroscopic carbon

This study 203.2 ex-CVI RL PyC matrix

H2O

Qin et al. [22] 157.0 ex-pitch matrix

Qin et al. [22] 234.0 ex-PAN fibers

Libby and Blake [19] 175.3 carbon particles

Bradley et al. [20] 287.9 graphite particles

Rossberg [27] 334.7 spectroscopic carbon

This study 253.9 ex-CVI RL PyC matrix

CO2

Ergun [26] 246.9 various activated carbons

Bradley et al. [20] 284.9 graphite particles

Golovina et al. [23] 313.8 graphites at LT

Rossberg [27] 359.8 spectroscopic carbon

Shelef and Walker [60] 364 spectroscopic graphite

McKee et al. [24, 25] 386.3 isotropic carbon powder

This study 302.2 ex-CVI RL PyC matrix

Table 3 – Activation energy data of various carbonaceaous material under O
2
, H

2
O and CO

2

oxidizing atmospheres from literature and this study. [LT meaning low temperatures.]

Regarding activation energies, a value of 179.4 kJ.mol-1 was found by Smith [16]

for various carbonaceous materials under dry air, whereas one of 122 kJ.mol-1

for an ex-resin matrix was found by Bertran et al. [21] in dry air. Chang and

Rusnak [12] and McKee [59] found quite the same range of activation energies of370
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146 to 181 kJ.mol for ground C/C composites filled with carbonaceous organic

binders oxidized in dry air and 146 to 188 kJ.mol-1 for C/C composites made of

a carbonized ex-pitch matrix. On the other hand, Dacic and Marinkovic [35] and

Luo et al. [18] identified activation energies of 184 kJ.mol-1 and 121 kJ.mol-1

for two different ex-CVD matrices. The value identified in this study of 203.2375

kJ.mol-1 rather matches with these data. These values are collected in Table 3.
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(a) O
2

environment (b) H
2
O environment

(c) CO
2

environment

Figure 10 – Comparison with literature data of the present oxidation results for a RL PyC

matrix under (a) O
2
-, (b) H

2
O- and (c) CO

2
-containing [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,

25]. [LT meaning low temperatures ; HT meaning high temperatures ; � : bounds of the

temperature domain.]

3.5.2. In H2O-containing atmosphere

Fig. 10b displays the oxidation activity identified for the RL PyC matrix in

a water vapor atmosphere in comparison with other data from literature. The380

corresponding Arrhenius curve is located below the one of an ex-resin matrix

from the work of Qin et al. [22] up to 2500K. As kinetic data under water vapor

are scarce, a comparison with the oxidation evolution of the ex-PAN fibers from
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the above-mentioned work is also proposed. The Arrhenius curve of the the

RL PyC matrix of this work is still located below. This indicates its better385

oxidation resistance. A good match is noticed with the oxidation activity of

graphite particles from the work of Bradley et al. [20] : the oxidation activity

of the RL PyC matrix is located above up to 950K denoting a somewhat lesser

oxidation resistance.

In term of activation energy, the value identified for the RL PyC matrix in this390

study, which is of 253.9 kJ.mol-1, is consistent with the one from the study of

Bradley et al. [20] of 287.9 kJ.mol-1 on graphite particles, as already witnessed

for oxidation in O2. It also fits the value of 234 kJ.mol-1 for the ex-PAN fibers

from the work of Qin et al. [22]. On the other hand, this value is much higher

than the one identified for the ex-pitch matrix of the above-mentioned study395

accounting for 157 kJ.mol-1 and also indicating a lower oxidation sensitivity of

the RL PyC matrix compared to less organized carbonaceous materials. Finally,

Table 3 summarizes these data for a convenient comparison.

3.5.3. In CO2-containing atmosphere

Similarly, the evolution of oxidation kinetics for the RL PyC matrix under400

a CO2-containing atmosphere are in accordance with literature data as sugges-

ted by Fig. 10c with a clear insertion among data from literature identified on

different types of graphitic carbons. One can notice that there is an especially

good match with the data from Golovina [23] on graphites at low temperatures.

The evolution of the mass loss rate associated to the RL PyC is also located405

above the ones from the works of Bradley et al. [20] and McKee et al. [24, 25]

on graphites, confirming its lower oxidation resistance compared to highly or-

ganized materials.

Besides, the activation energy experimentally identified of 302.2 kJ.mol-1 is in

line with the values of 284.9 and 313.8 kJ.mol-1 reported respectively by Bradley410

et al. [20] on graphite particles and Golovina [23] on graphites at low tempera-

tures. McKee et al. [24, 25] determined a higher value of 386.3 kJ.mol-1 on iso-

tropic carbon powders. Shelef and Walker [60] determined an activation energy
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of 364 kJ.mol-1 for a spectroscopic graphite under a purified carbon dioxide

atmosphere. On the other hand, Ergun [26] identified an activation energy of415

246.9 kJ.mol-1 on various activated carbon materials.

3.6. Wide-ranging comparison

Finally, Table 3 displays a global trend of oxidation resistance based on

activation energies between the three considered atmospheres which might be

summed up as follows : O2 < H2O < CO2. In particular, the work of Rossberg420

[27] that has established oxidation rate laws on the same carbonaceous material

for the three oxidizing atmospheres is consistent with this classification, as well

as the activation energies identified in this study for the RL PyC matrix.

Figure 11 – Evolution of the oxidation activity for the graphite particles from Bradley et

al. [20] and for the RL PyC matrix of this study under O
2
-, H

2
O- and CO

2
-containing

atmospheres. [� : bounds of the temperature domain.]

425
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On the other hand, the higher resistance of the RL PyC matrix to H2O than to

CO2 in this study, based on the oxidation reactivity values, has been mentioned

above, but is not the trend which is commonly witnessed in literature. Walker

et al. [10] reported experimental works in which the mass loss of a graphitized

carbon rod was 2.8 times higher at 1373K in a water vapor environment than in430

a carbon dioxide atmosphere. Graphite particles reported in the work of Bradley

et al. [20] remain more oxidation resistant in a CO2 environment than in an H2O

atmosphere. Fig. 11 allows a visual comparison of all the data from this study

in O2-, H2O- and CO2-containing atmospheres with the ones from the work of

Bradley et al. [20]. From Fig. 11, it is clear that in fact the RL PyC matrix of435

this study is more oxidation resistant to H2O than to CO2 up to approximately

870K considering the reaction oxidation activity.

From that point, the different trends observed in terms of oxidation reactivities

and activation energies has to be contrasted.440

First, activation energies cannot account by themselves for the overall oxidation

behavior. The pre-exponential factor has to be considered as well. However,

there is a great lack of information in literature for this parameter associated

to the oxidation behavior of carbons under the considered atmospheres. This is

the reason why the above classification based on activation energies is not re-445

presentative of the reactivity for every type of carbon, but more importantly on

a wide range of temperature. This is effectively demonstrated by Bradley et al.

[20] on Fig. 11 : graphite particles become more resistant under O2 than under

CO2 from 2120K whereas activation energies display an opposite behavior.

In the mean time, the nature of the oxidized carbonaceous material has to be450

considered. Data from Rossberg [27], Walker et al. [10] and Bradley et al. [20]

were collected on spectroscopic carbons, graphitized carbons and graphite par-

ticles that are generally reported as highly organized and purified materials.

The RL PyC matrix cannot be considered as such, considering its structure

and texture features detailed in Section 3.1. Walker et al. [10] reported from455

different works that a retardation phenomenon under water vapor environment
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caused by the chemisorption of hydrogen might happen. They also detailed that

hydrogen chemisorption is strong and rapid, and is more likely to occur when

the carbon surface displays heterogeneities, defects and impurities. That being

said, the difference in the magnitude of oxidation reactivities under H2O and460

CO2 observed for the RL PyC matrix compared to highly organized carbons

from the above-mentioned studies might then be explained by this retardation

phenomenon, interpreted as the population of some of the carbon active sites,

instead of being oxidized by H2O. The two main sources of chemisorbed hydro-

gen atoms are : either a direct chemisorption of a hydrogen atom to a carbon465

site instead of forming H2(g) when CO(g) is released from the surface ; or the

chemisorption of H2(g) coming from the gas phase after having been previously

produced by H2O reduction. Another side reaction reported by Walker et al. [10]

is called the � water gas-shift reaction �. The reactant H2O(g) may be consumed

by the product CO(g) to form CO2(g) which reduces the H2O(g) concentration470

in the close environment of the carbon surface. This side reaction is reported to

be enhanced by the chemisorption of hydrogen atoms and by the nature of the

carbonaceous material. Then, it can potentially contribute to invert the reaction

magnitude ordering between H2O and CO2.

Finally, dissocation energies that have been cited before, and that follow the ge-475

neral trend of activation energies mentioned above, even for not highly organized

materials, only account for the dissociation of an O-atom and a CO-molecule

from the carbon surface. They do not include side reactions and for example

the dissociation energy of the H-atom, which is also a product of the reaction of

carbon with H2O in the same molar proportion as CO according to Eq. 2. The480

cited dissocation energies are then insufficient to draw up a general classification

of carbon oxidation resistance under the considered oxidizing environment.

4. Conclusions

The intrinsic kinetics parameter of an RL PyC matrix under three different

oxidizing atmospheres, i.e. O2, H2O and CO2, were identified throughout an485
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original method. A very porous C/C composite was considered, as the only way

to study the oxidation behavior of a PyC material deposed by a CVI process

on an ex-PAN fibrous architecture. The matrix has been proven to be the only

reacting phase. The establishment of the oxidation reaction process in chemi-

cal regime at the surface and in the porous volume of the material, required490

to extract the intrinsic parameters of the matix, was proven with the means

of experimental charaterizations and analytical modeling considerations. The

identified kinetics values for the PyC material in question are brand new and

are as follows : in O2 the associated Ea is of 203.2 kJ.mol-1 and k0 is equal

to 42.8 x 103 g.m-2.s-1.Pa-1 ; in H2O, Ea = 253.9 kJ.mol-1 and k0 = 21.5 x495

103 g.m-2.s-1.Pa-0.5 ; and under CO2, Ea = 302.2 kJ.mol-1 and k0 = 18.4 x 106

g.m-2.s-1.Pa-0.5. Comparisons with literature data collected over different types

of carbonaceous materials were discussed and attested from the veracity and

consistency of the results.

Similar experiments could be run on other types of pyrocarbons (regenerative500

laminar (ReL), smooth laminar (SL), isotropic (I)) in order to identify kine-

tic parameters related to their peculiar pyrolytic structure. On the other hand,

reaction partial orders have been assumed so far. The identification of their

actual values throughout similar experiments under different oxidizing species

partial pressures could be an outlook of this work.505
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Nomenclature

Symbol Meaning Unit(s)

Greek symbols
L Characteristic length of the material m
α Diffusion parameter (Eq. 11) -
η Tortuosity -
τ Burn-off %
τ̇ Burn-off rate %.s-1

Θ Thiele modulus -
σv Effective surface area m-1

ζ Consumption ratio per geometrical surface unit %.mm-2

Latin symbols
a Reaction partial order -
Ae Extinction angle °

D0 Binary diffusion coefficient m2.s-1

Deff Effective diffusion coefficient m2.s-1

Ea Activation energy J.mol-1

FWHMD Full Width at Half Maximum of the D-band cm-1

HWHMG Half Width at Half Maximum of the G-band cm-1

ID/IG Intensity ratio of the D- and G-bands -
j Oxidation activity g.m-2.s-1

k Oxidation reactivity g.m-2.s-1.Pa-a

khet,m Matrix heterogeneous reactivity m.s-1

k0 Pre-exponential factor g.m-2.s-1.Pa-a

La In-plane coherence length nm
m Mass g
ncons
C Consumed carbon moles mol
ncons
ox Available oxygen moles mol
Pox Partial pressure atm
R Universal ideal gas constant J.mol-1.K-1

rc Correlation coefficient -
Sgeo Geometrical surface mm2

Svol Internal surface m2

t Time s
T Temperature K
Vgeo Geometrical volume m3

Subscripts and superscripts

0 Relative to initial state -

i Relative to the instant i -
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